Forbidden Archaeology

FORBIDDEN
ARCHEOLOGY
by
Michael A. Cremo and Richard L.
ThompsonOver 200,000 copies sold in 18
languages.Over the centuries, researchers
have found bones and artifacts proving that
humans like us have existed for millions of
years. Mainstream science, however, has
suppressed these facts. Prejudices based on
current scientific theory act as a knowledge
filter, giving us a picture of prehistory that
is largely incorrect.Scientific Establishment
Found Guilty of Witholding EvidenceThe
evolutionists knowledge filter at work over
the last 200 years has left us with a
radically altered view of our human origins
and antiquity. Since 1993, when the
controversial book, Forbidden Archeology,
was first published it has shocked the
scientific world with its extensive evidence
for extreme human antiquity. It documents
hundreds of anomalies in the archeological
record that contradict the prevailing theory
and shows how this massive amount of
evidence was systematically filtered out.
This book puts all the pieces on the table.
You can then judge for yourself how
objective the scientific community is in its
pursuit
of
knowledge!Forbidden
Archeology is a remarkably complete
review of the scientific evidence
concerning human origins. It carefully
evaluates all the evidence, including the
evidence that has been ignored because it
does not fit the dominant paradigm.
Anyone can learn a great deal from the
authors meticulous research and analysis,
whatever one concludes about their thesis
regarding the antiquity of human
beings.Dr. Phillip E. Johnson, University
of California, Berkeley, author of Darwin
on TrialI perceive in Forbidden
Archeology an important work of
thoroughgoing scholarship and intellectual
adventure. Forbidden Archeology ascends
and descends into the realms of the human
construction of scientific fact and theory:
postmodern territories that historians,
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philosophers, and sociologists of scientific
knowledge
are
investigating
with
increasing frequency... . With exacting
research
into
the
history
of
paleoanthropological discovery, Cremo and
Thompson zoom in on the epistemological
crisis of the human fossil record, the
process of disciplinary suppression, and the
situated scientific handling of anomalous
evidence to build persuasive theory and
local institutions of knowledge and
power.Dr. Pierce J. Flynn, Department of
Arts and Science, California State
University,
San
MarcosForbidden
Archeology, written primarily for the
layman, provides a critical review of
evidence relevant to human evolution. In
addition, the book will serve as a valuable
resource of forgotten literature, which is
usually not easily accessible. If it
stimulates professional reinvestigation of
reports not fitting the current paradigm on
human evolution, Forbidden Archeology
will have contributedto the advancement of
knowledge of the history of mankind.Dr.
Siegfried
Scherer,
Institute
for
Microbiology, Technical Universtiy of
Munich, GermanyOne of the landmark
intellectual achievements of the late 20th
centurySooner or later, whether we like it
or not, our species is going to have to come
to terms with the facts that are so
impressively documentedand these facts
are stunning.Graham Hancock, author,
Fingerprints of the Gods

- 15 min - Uploaded by AS NForeword by Graham Hancock (Author of Fingerprints of the Gods) It is my great
pleasure and - 39 min - Uploaded by MegalithomaniaUKWATCH FULL LECTURE HERE: https:///m5zgf0SSP08. An
exclusive interview with Forbidden Archeology: The Hidden History of the Human Race is a 1993 book by Michael A.
Cremo and Richard L. Thompson, written in association with the - 88 min - Uploaded by Worldwide
MultimediaForbidden Archeology: The Hidden History Of The Human Race Over the past two centuries - 15 min Uploaded by Proper GanderForbidden Archeology: Jeff Rense and Michael Cremo - Hidden History of the Human
Race - 64 min - Uploaded by THE FORBIDDEN ARCHEOLOGISTWhat are the true origins of humanity? There are
so many ancient artifacts from the past that still Forbidden Archeology: The Hidden History of the Human Race by
Michael A. Cremo and Richard L. Thompson quickly became a best selling undergroundMichael A. Cremo (born July
15, 1948), also known by his devotional name Drutakarma dasa, Forbidden Archeology, which he wrote with Richard
L. Thompson, has attracted attention from mainstream scholars who have criticized the views - 66 min - Uploaded by
Talks at GoogleMichael A. Cremo Historian of Archeology Abstract: Over the past two centuries Introduction, reviews,
audiobook for Forbidden Archeology. - 124 min - Uploaded by Non Human EntitiesForbidden Archaeology is a
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compendium of anomalous artifacts which suggest that - 69 min - Uploaded by Zohar StarGate Ancient
DiscoveriesExplore the astounding research and evidence that reveals what they dont want you to know - 222 min Uploaded by SeekingTheTruth News 2018Forbidden Archeology, Our Billion Year Old Human History 2018. - 347 min
- Uploaded by Erma LeeThe Truth about Secret Knowledge, Forbidden Archaeology, and Mans Origins Documentary
In this article, we take a look at three discoveries that have been tagged as Forbidden Archaeology by many people.
These discoveries tell aForbidden Archeology: The Full Unabridged Edition: The Hidden History of the Human Race
Michael A. Cremo, Richard L. Thompson ISBN: 0884396098540
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